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I’m always intrigued by this text where Jesus was challenged by the Pharisees and teachers of the 

law for being in the company of tax collectors and sinners. Those pompous men could not 

understand why Jesus would share a meal and have meaningful relationships with “such low 

lives”.  Instead of responding to their challenge, Jesus told the following parables. (A parable is a 

short story that teaches a moral lesson). In this instance Jesus is teaching these religious leaders 

about God’s unconditional love.  

 

“Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and loses one of them. Don’t you leave the ninety-nine 

and go seek the one that was lost”. This parable is dovetailed onto another where a woman loses 

one of her ten silver coins and frantically searches for it until she finds it, and like the shepherd 

she too rejoices when she finds her coin.* (NIV) 

 

What lessons can we learn from these parables?  

 

I believe that these parables reinforce how we view the church's mission. In other words what we 

are called to do. As a church, we are called to take care of those who are on society’s fringes, to 

heal the broken hearted, to be welcoming to the refugees and strangers, to be a welcoming 

community to those who are different, those who are struggling and to reach out to those who are 

new to our communities.   

 

Communities today are different from the past.  People no longer see the church as the centre and 

hub of the community. Neighbourhoods have changed. In most communities today people are 

commuting long hours back and forth to work and as a result at the end of each day and week 

they are exhausted. How then do we respond to their spiritual needs? Is it possible to offer 

Jesus’s radical hospitality? 

 

Who are we missing? In other words, who are the lost amongst us? What about those from our 

church that we have not seen or heard from despite our efforts to contact them. Who goes and 

searches for them until they are found? What about the Gen-Yers? Who will seek them out? 

Have we forgotten the Pharisees, the snobbish, pompous, self-loathing ones? Who will go 

searching for them? 

 

Some time ago our family was playing dominoes only to discover that a crucial piece of the 

game, the double six, was missing. This meant that if we did not find the piece the game would 

be blocked. We were having lots of fun and we thought that a particular family member had the 

game in hand and so did she, when she discovered that her prized domino tile had vanished. We 

searched everywhere but couldn't find the missing piece. She thought that someone had 

intentionally hidden the domino to prevent her from winning. Can you imagine how we felt? 

First there is a sense of accomplishment as you're nearing the end. This sense of accomplishment 

quickly turned into frustration because of the missing domino.  Hours later after we had agreed 

to buy another set of dominoes, we found the missing piece. At the time, our young nephew had 



taken it and had put it in his pocket. It was when he was quietly playing with it that we noticed it. 

At this point the game was no longer in progress, yet it did not take away from the excitement of 

finding the missing piece, we were overjoyed. Without the missing piece the game was blocked 

and could not be completed.  

 

In Luke 15 Jesus also knows about missing pieces. The stories clearly state that he encountered 

opposition from the religious elite. In their words: "This man not only welcomes sinners he eats 

with them." The laws of the Pharisees prohibited any kind of association with the lower echelons 

of the land. These were people who did not observe strict religious teachings. They were not 

necessarily bad people, yet, they were deemed unclean. In the eyes of the Jewish religious 

leaders they were not part of nor were they welcome at their ceremonial traditions. 

 

These two parables reveal God as a caring, loving parent who searches diligently for us even 

when we are lost. And when we are found he rejoices. An essential part of God's character is 

about extending grace and mercy to the undeserving - not only those we happen to stumble upon, 

but those we actively seek out. These are the hurting, the oppressed, those struggling with mental 

illness and addictions, the imprisoned, the lonely, the homeless, those exiled from families, 

friends and communities because of their sexual orientation. No one is excluded from God’s 

unconditional grace which is given equally to everyone. As a church this is our mandate and we 

are continuously being challenged to live Jesus’ message of radical hospitality.  

 

The shepherd found his lost sheep against some difficult environmental conditions, yet this did 

not prevent him from continuing with hope. He found his sheep alive and well and brought it 

home to a great celebration. Likewise, the woman who lost her coin and used a lamp to search 

for it. She also searched frantically sweeping her house carefully until she found it. Once she 

found her coin, she invited her friends to celebrate with her. Some scholars argue that her coin 

was equivalent to a day’s wage, or her life’s savings.  

 

As followers of Christ we are called to be God’s hands and feet in the world, to celebrate with 

those who are absent from amongst us, and to rejoice with those who have been restored and 

renewed into communities where God’s unconditional love, grace and mercy is lived out. In our 

joy and in our celebrations, God journeys with us, we are never alone.  

 

Thanks be to God. 


